
YAA recognizes the importance of inclusion, equitable engagement, and diverse voices in all youth programs. Welcoming Activities,

Engaging Practices and Optimistic Closures are three practices that build off of those values and can mapped across any session or

activity. After reading over the descriptions below, we recommend you try planning for these social and emotional learning practices

in an upcoming session by filling out the tool template. 

Adapted from the CASEL SEL (Social and Emotional Learning) 3 Signature Practices Playbook.

An optimistic closure consists of

highlighting certain challenges and

accomplishments from the day. Staff

should encourage participants to be

forward-thinking and help them

understand that having a tough day

doesn’t mean that nothing can be

gained. Being challenged to grow is

essential to all types of learning.

Staff should also look for ways to

facilitate youth voice by having them

share recommendations and reflect on

diverse or common experiences had by

peers. 

The more often youth make

connections between their behaviours

and the goals of the program, the more 

they enthusiastically 

anticipate future 

engagements with the 

program and the people 

involved.

The ways in which youth get absorbed

into an activity is always something to

appreciate. Although, it is equally

important to provide opportunities for

self and group reflection, to pause and

bring awareness to the skill-building

moments and intermediary successes

during the program. 

Setbacks and feelings of being stuck can

get negatively internalized by youth and

expressed in ways that are not always

obvious. Staff play a vital role in helping

youth recognize positive developments,

especially when we are focusing on less

celebrated and more holistic capacities

like social and emotional learning. 

These type of check-ins are also effective

in instances where the group 

is a little less coordinated and

re-engagement is needed.

How are youth reminded that this

space supports their unique identities?

Are youth aware of the need to share

the programming space with other

youth, staff and adults?

Are youth getting the sense that new

opportunities await them when they

come?

How are youth being supported when a

task is too difficult or interest is lost? 

How are youth being empowered to

check-in with and learn from one

another?

Is the activity inclusive and equitable for

all participants to engage with and

benefit from?

Are youth aware of how their SEL skills

can be used in other areas of life?

How are staff making connections

between activities and the overall goals

in the program?

Do staff ensure participants that their

ideas will be taken into consideration

in the future?

The inclusivity level of a space can be

felt by someone as soon as they walk

through the entrance. Some of the first

steps to building belongingness with

youth is by making sure their presence is

acknowledged each time they come and

by reminding them about their agency

and voice. 

The more welcoming it is at the outset,

the more staff will be attuned to the

participants' different needs and how to

adjust the session to the overall mood.

The start of a session is also a key time

to bring up shared goals and

perspectives that ground the overall

meaning of the program. Having these

introductions resonate at a cultural and

community level can 

also help youth bridge 

connections between 

their network of 

supports.

Routines that all youth know to do once

they arrive 

Assignment of roles or tasks for youth to

lead

Time for youth to do things they enjoy

and are comfortable with doing

Greeting youth by their name 

Scheduled or unscheduled breaks in

regular programming

Peer or group sharing activities

Opportunities for youth to engage with

other peers, staff or adults

Incorporating physical movement and

creative expression

A group discussion that highlights

successes and areas for improvement 

References to the overall goals of the

program or project 

Youth feedback to the group, staff, and

peers 

Reminders about next session's activities

and goals
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P r o g r a m :

A c t i v i t y :

S t a f f :

3  S I G N A T U R E  

S E L  P R A C T I C E S

With an upcoming program session in mind, gather as a team (or by yourself) and brainstorm ways in which the activity plan

includes the 3 Signature SEL (social and emotional learning) Practices

In the spaces provided, jot down actions to ensure each key practice is covered 

Take what worked well along with you to future sessions and head back to the drawing board for those actions that your

team wants to implement but may have struggled with

Think of specific SEL language and micro-practices that can be integrated into these actions; make a note of them below and

think of a dialogue that relates them to the program's overall goals

Reflect on the delivery of the 3 Signature SEL Practices after program's end using the 1-5 scale 
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D a t e :

Instructions

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 51 2 3 4 5

Great all of the participants by name when

doing attendance 

Staff are enthusiastic and conversational

as participants arrive

How'd we do? :
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